Biological Variation
It’s All About Those Traits…
NOTES

Objectives:







Identify different phenotypes of corn (maize) kernels.
Use ratios and sampling to determine which of two different ears of
corn is most likely to have produced a given sample of kernels.
Use Punnett Squares to determine the genotypes of the “parents” that
produced the different kernel samples.
Compare and contrast traditional selective breeding techniques with
genetically engineering a desired trait in corn.
Model the regulation of gene expression in a hypothetical cell.
Discuss the potential role that epigentic variation may play in
improving corn crops of the future.

Background Information
For over 10,000 years, farmers worldwide have been
choosing seeds from plants that have desirable traits
and have been breeding them so that the offspring
will exhibit these traits. Modern corn (maize) plants
did not exist as a wild grain thousands of years ago.
Rather, the modern corn plant as we know it
developed over many years as a byproduct of early
Mexican farmers’ planting of selected seeds from
wild teosinte plants that produced characteristics such as larger seeds, higher
yield, and softer kernel coating.
Selective breeding has primarily focused on choosing preferred phenotypes, or
observable characteristics, of the maize plant. However, one drawback of
selective breeding is the inability to effectively isolate a specific trait. In many
cases while trying to breed for a specific trait, other potentially undesirable
traits may also be inherited in the offspring due to the random recombination of
parent DNA in offspring. Thus, to develop a new crop variety exhibiting the
trait of interest often takes a lot of time and effort on the part of breeders.
Cross breeding in corn involves collecting pollen from one plant and
pollinating the silks of another plant. Self-pollination occurs when the pollen
of an individual corn plant fertilizes the silks of the same plant. Several
generations of self-pollinating plants will eventually produce a pure inbred
variety. These pure varieties are then often crossed to produce a variety known
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as a hybrid, which may exhibit traits “superior” to either of the pure parent
plants.
With the advent of recombinant DNA technology, traits that were not naturally
found in corn could now through genetic engineering be introduced into the
species. Such traits as resistance to pests, weed control, and adaptability to
climate changes are being implemented by agricultural biotech companies
throughout the world. In addition, traits targeting improved yield and
nutritional value, increased efficiency for biofuel usage, and the potential use
of corn as a source of producing pharmaceuticals are research and development
goals for future corn varieties. (source: gmo-compass.org)
Both selective breeding and genetic engineering change the underlying genome
of the corn plant. Changes made to the sequence of nucleotide bases in DNA
results in changes in phenotypic traits. However, in traditional forms of
breeding the corn plant’s genetics change indirectly by selecting plants with
specific traits while genetic engineering directly manipulates and alters the
DNA. Often, traits found in organisms such as bacteria are introduced into the
corn genome. The development of enhanced traits in corn through
biotechnology continues to be met with resistance by many consumer and
advocacy groups worldwide.
Other research being conducted on corn involves controlling expression of
desirable phenotypic traits through manipulating the epigenetic “code”.
Epigenetics literally means “on top of” the genome, and if one thinks of the
structure, not sequence, of DNA as dynamically changing, then expression of
certain genes can be regulated without changing the underlying genetic code.
Environmental stressors, exposure to toxins, and other artificially introduced
events can serve to activate or repress chemical “switches” that influence gene
expression. Small RNA molecules have been discovered to play a variety of
key roles in individual cells, and can interfere with transcribing DNA into
messenger RNA (mRNA), degrade mRNA before translation into proteins, and
can completely silence a particular gene. What is even more intriguing is that
these epigenetic modifications may be heritable to future generations. Thus,
without changing genotypes, different phenotypes may be expressed in cells
through directed manipulation of the cell’s gene regulatory mechanisms and
then can be passed on to offspring. RNA interference techniques
may lead to crop improvements, especially in the areas of enhanced
nutrient content in seeds, disease and pathogen resistance, and
potential plant stress adaptations. (source: isaaa.org)
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Inquiry Overview
In this unit, students will explore different
methods to vary phenotypic traits within the
maize plant, especially within the kernels of the
plant. In the first activity, students will
investigate two different ears of corn that have
produced different varieties of kernels. What is
common to the two varieties are the phenotypes
of kernel color (purple, yellow) and kernel texture
(smooth, shrunken). Students will use
mathematical techniques to determine which of
two samples of corn came from which ear, and
will then look further at these ratios to determine
the genotype of the “parents” that produced the respective ears of corn.
Students will also be challenged to think about which kernels could be saved as
seed to produce identical varieties and what the genotype of the “grandparents”
might have been.
Next, students will explore how advances in biotechnology have provided corn
breeders with more options when developing desirable traits in corn. Student
partner teams will explore some of the commercially available genetically
engineered corn varieties including Bt corn, herbicide-resistant corn, droughttolerant corn, and biofuel-ready corn. Then, students will imagine how they
could improve the corn of the future by introducing a new trait or enhanced
trait in corn. Students will research what organism they may be able to select a
gene from to enhance the trait in corn, and will prepare a proposal describing
how the trait they develop will be beneficial.
Finally, students will explore how other regulatory processes within a cell that
guide transcription and translation of genes to proteins can be both externally
and internally manipulated to express phenotypic variety within a corn plant.
These epigenetic factors modify the expression of genes without changing the
underlying genetic code. Furthermore, these epigenetic modifications may be
inherited by future generations. Students will model a cellular “factory” and
will take on different roles in the production of a major storage protein found
in the kernel of corn.
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Advanced Preparation:

Activity 1: A-MAIZE-ING Offspring

Prepare a Corn Sample
A and Corn Sample B
for each group of four
students.

Objectives:
 Identify different phenotypes of corn (maize) kernels.
 Use ratios and sampling to determine which of two different ears of
corn is most likely to have produced a given sample of kernels.
 Use Punnett Squares to determine the genotypes of the “parents” that
produced the different kernel samples.

Corn Sample A Beads
- 27 purple opaque
- 9 purple clear
- 9 yellow opaque
- 3 yellow clear
Corn Sample B Beads
- 12 purple opaque
- 12 purple clear
- 12 yellow opaque
- 12 yellow clear

Standards:
NGSS Science and Engineering Practices: MS-LS3.B, MS-LS4.B,
MS-LS4-6, SEP4, SEP5, SEP6
Common Core State Standards Mathematics: MP.4, 6.RP.A.1, 7.RP.A.2
Common Core State Standards ELA/Literacy: RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.7,
SL.8.1, SL.8.4
A-MAIZE-ing Offspring
Materials:
Estimated Time:
for the class:
 5 Minutes – Background information





30 Minutes – Part 1 Activity
30 Minutes – Part 2 Activity
45 Minutes – Part 3 Activity
10 Minutes – Debrief

Suggested Inquiry Approach:

 Ears of corn marked
Ear 1 and Ear 2

for each team of 4:





Corn Sample A (beads)
Corn Sample B (beads)
2 Glue Sticks
Computer with Internet
Access
 2 Maize images

Part 1:
for each student:
To begin, arrange the students in partner teams.
 Phenotype/Genotype
Pass out student pages and read the background
cards
 Scissors
information together. Provide each team with a
 Student Pages
computer with internet access and direct students
to complete Step 1 in the procedure for Part 1.
Next, pass the two ears of corn around to the students and encourage them to
write down as many observations about the ears and their kernels as they can.
It is desired that the corn ears be passed around inside the baggies in which
they are packaged in the kit, but if students would like a closer look, please ask
them to be careful when handling the ear of corn.
Partner teams will then complete Steps 3 and 4 on their student pages and will
be looking for names to classify the different phenotypes (observable traits) of
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the kernels on the ears of corn. Allow students time to name and classify their
traits, and then reconvene the entire class for a discussion. On the board or
chart paper, record the possible categories of phenotypes for the kernels that
students generated. Also, record the “variations” within their phenotype names
that students were able to list. When all student responses have been recorded,
ask the class which two phenotypes were identified by the majority of the
partner teams. Students can record these and the variations within each
phenotype on their student pages. These responses may assist in the following
part of the activity.
Part 2:
Next, combine student partner teams into teams of four students (teams of three
will work as well). Provide each team with a Sample A and a Sample B of
“corn” kernels. Also, provide each team with two copies of the Maize View 1
and Maize View 2 images. Students must mathematically determine which
sample most likely came from Ear 1 and which sample most likely came from
Ear 2. The images contain marked areas which should assist students in
counting the numbers of kernels of each type if they feel that would help them
solve the problem.
There are four different types of beads representing the corn kernels. They are:
Purple, Opaque: May represent a kernel that is colored purple and smooth
Purple, Translucent: May represent a kernel that is purple and shrunken
Yellow, Opaque: May represent a kernel that is colored yellow and smooth
Yellow, Translucent: May represent a kernel that is yellow and shrunken
Do not provide any information to students, but simply tell them that they are
to determine from which ear of corn each sample came. They must
mathematically justify their decision. It is up to the students to decide what
each type of bead represents and to draw their conclusions based upon their
choices.
After student teams have made their decisions regarding which sample came
from which ear, ask each team to present their conclusion and justification.
After teams have presented, you may ask the following questions to debrief
this part of the activity:


How could we increase our confidence in determining which
sample was from which ear of corn?



How might we grow another corn plant that produced ears of
corn that looked the same as either Ear 1 or Ear 2?
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Part 3:
In this part of the activity, students will look “inside” each kernel to see that
even though some kernels may look identical (have the same phenotypes), their
underlying genotypes may be quite different. These differences may produce
offspring that look different than the “parent”.
Student background knowledge will vary widely for this activity. It may be
beneficial to gauge student knowledge of genetic inheritance by asking some
questions of the class such as those that follow:




Why might some students in this class have brown eyes, but other
students have blue eyes?
Do any students have an eye color that is different from either of
your parents? How might that have occurred?
If we get traits from both parents, why might some traits be the
same as mom, others the same as dad, while other traits are not
observable in either parent?

Students will again work in teams of three or four. Provide each team with a
set of phenotype/genotype cards (one per student), two glue sticks and a copy
of the student pages for Part 3. Direct students to take a moment to look over
the table in Step 1 of the procedure and ask the following questions:





What do you think dominant and recessive mean?
If you receive one type of each variety of a gene (known as an
allele) from each parent, how many varieties of each phenotype
might we have? [Note that the parent randomly contributes one allele
to an offspring.]
How do we know which “variety” will show up, or be expressed?

Working together, encourage students to carefully read each part of the
procedure and discuss answers to questions with their teammates prior to
making decisions; especially regarding placement of the cards within each grid.
When all groups have completed their grids and discussed the questions with
their teams, review the Discussion Questions on the last two student pages of
the activity with the entire class.
Debrief Activity 1:


How might corn breeders select desirable traits to breed in corn
plants?



What might be some limitations in selecting traits to breed?
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Objective:
 Compare and contrast traditional selective breeding techniques with
genetically engineering a desired trait in corn.
Standards:
NGSS Science and Engineering Practices: MS-LS4-5, SEP8
Common Core State Standards ELA/Literacy: RST.6-8.4, RST.6-8.9,
SL.8.1, SL.8.4, WHST.6-8.9
Estimated Time:





10 Minutes – Introductory discussion
20 Minutes – Transgenic Trait Activity
30 Minutes – Corn Plant Design
30 Minutes – Presentation and Debrief

Suggested Inquiry Approach:

Biotech Corn Traits
Materials:
for each partner team:
 Computer with Internet
Access
 Transgenic Trait Cards
 Scissors

for each student:
 Student Pages

Begin the activity by playing the following
clip (52 sec) from the website: http://www.hhmi.org/biointeractive/breedingcorn-teosinte
Next, show students the following image at
https://www.geneticliteracyproject.org/2015/02/02/how-your-food-wouldlook-if-not-genetically-modified-over-millennia-2/
Discuss as a class how selectively breeding plants for desirable traits over
many, many years has resulted in changes to the DNA code for crops such as
corn. Ask the class to brainstorm a list of traits found in modern corn that were
not seen in its ancestor, teosinte. Record these on chart paper or on the board
and leave up for the duration of the activity.
Now, pass out student pages. Students will be working with a partner for the
remainder of this activity. Read the background information together and
direct students to work through Step 1 of the procedure. Record student
responses to this question next to the list of traits previously generated. Traits
discussed may include longer shelf life, improved resistance to pests,
herbicides, abiotic stress, and disease, higher nutritional value, production of
biofuels, and as potential “factories” for the production of drugs.
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Note:
Other articles and
information that you may
choose to share with your
students can be found at the
following websites:
http://www.purdue.edu/
newsroom/releases/2014/Q4
/natural-gene-selection-canproduce-orange-corn-richin-provitamin-a-for-africa,u.s..html

Now, pass out to each partner team a set of Transgenic Trait cards. Using
scissors, students will cut apart the cards and read the information on each
card. On the back of the card, partner teams will list what they believe are
some positive reasons to produce the corn variety (pros) and some negative
reasons to produce the corn variety (cons). Ask for student teams to share their
lists with the class.
If computers are available, direct students to research how to genetically
engineer a corn plant found at
http://agbiosafety.unl.edu/education/whowants.htm and select to view the
Bt corn – Corn resistant to European [corn borer activity].
Students will then have an opportunity to develop a trait in corn that they
believe would be desirable in future varieties of corn. Encourage students to
be creative in their thinking. We are not necessarily concerned at this point
about the feasibility of producing the corn; we are more interested in students’
ideas on what might be possible with biotechnology.
Partner teams will research and design their corn plant with a trait of their
design. Some websites that students may find interesting in searching for
novel traits in animals or plants include the following:

http://farmindustrynews.com
/corn-hybrids/seed-pipelinefuture-corn-traitsincreasingly-more-complex

http://www.care2.com/greenliving/30-amazing-animal-traits.html
http://hubpages.com/education/10-Most-Wacky-Plants-of-the-World

http://www.gmocompass.org/eng/database/
plants/52.maize.html

Allow each team adequate time to create their corn plant and then have each
team present their proposal to the class. Following presentations ask the class
to debate which of the proposed traits would have the best chance of being
developed into a product. Encourage them to justify their choice.
Debrief Activity 2:


What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of using
advanced biotechnology techniques to engineer new traits in corn and
other crops?



Do you think corn that is selectively bred using cross-breeding
techniques is genetically modified? Why or why not?



How are traits developed through traditional breeding programs such
as cross-breeding similar to genetically engineered traits in corn?
How are they different?
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Objectives:
 Model the regulation of gene expression in a hypothetical cell.
 Discuss the potential role that epigentic variation may play in
improving corn crops of the future.
Standards:
NGSS Science and Engineering Practices: MS-LS1.A, MS-LS1-5, SEP2,
SEP4, SEP6
Common Core State Standards Mathematics: 6.SP.B.5
Common Core State Standards ELA/Literacy: RST.6-8.3, RST.6-8.4,
SL.8.1, SL.8.4, WHST.6-8.1
Estimated Time:




10 Minutes – Background Information
50 Minutes – Simulation Activity
30 Minutes – Discussion and Debrief

Advanced Preparation:

Controlling Expression
Materials:
for each team of four:







500 flat toothpicks
1 pair plastic forceps
1 red marker
2 small paper cups
Role Cards
Scenarios Cards (orange,
yellow, blue, or green)
 Timer or stopwatch

Students will be grouped into teams of four
for this activity. It is important that students
for each student:
are seated around a desk or table so that
 Student Pages
students are across from each other. Please
rearrange the classroom if necessary. Also, please cut apart the Role Cards
before class.
** While teams of four are desired, if teams of three are necessary, please
eliminate the role of “Degrader” from each team of three students (remove that
Role Card from the deck and remove the corresponding GREEN Scenario
Card).**
Suggested Inquiry Approach:
Pass out the student pages for Activity 3 and read the background information
together. It may be confusing for students to understand how traits can be
modified without changing the genetic code for a particular trait.
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To illustrate this, Nicholas Heller, a Ph.D. student in Crop Sciences at the
University of Illinois, explains:
Imagine a string of Christmas lights where the lights are genes. These
lights are separated by stretches of wire that determine what happens to
the bulb either adjacent, or to all bulbs globally – influencing whether a
light is on, off, dimmed, or even blinking.
The wire and bulbs together represent the structure of DNA that can be
modified by epigenetic factors. Thus, for the same set of light bulbs (genetic
code) there can be many different “light shows” expressed by manipulating
what happens in the non-coding portion of the genome, represented by the
wire. Thus, different genes can be completely silenced, or their rates of
expression can be altered resulting in a range of phenotypes for the same
genotype.
Discuss with students that their team will be modeling the cellular process in
corn responsible for producing a major storage protein found in the kernels. A
section of DNA responsible for this protein (gene) is ready to be transcribed
into RNA (transient copy) inside the nucleus of the cell. Next, the transcript
(messenger RNA) will travel outside the nucleus to be translated (read) by the
protein-building machinery of the cell. Following translation, the newlyformed chain of amino acids will fold into a protein if all goes according to
plan. However, might there be other challenges to the smooth operation of this
cellular factory?

If stopwatches are not
available for team use,
an online timer can be
set to countdown for
two minutes from
http://www.onlinestopwatch.com/
countdown-timer/.

Pass out a set of Role Cards to each team (minus the Degrader role for teams
of three students) and direct students to select one of the cards. Instruct
students to read the card but to NOT SHARE the information with their
teammates. Next, distribute the Scenario Cards (orange, yellow, blue, and
green) and instruct students to select the color Scenario Card that is indicated
on their Role Card. Have students silently read the directions for each round
and encourage them to ask the teacher questions if they do not understand what
is required of them for each round.
Next, have students retrieve the materials they will need for their roles from a
central location and return to their teams. Students will be seated relative to the
student with the toothpicks.
One student will drop a toothpick onto the table or desk at regular intervals of
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time simulating the rate of transcription of a gene into mRNA (messenger
RNA). Next, another student will pick up the toothpick and will use a red
marker to mark along the length of the toothpick, simulating the transcript
being translated into a protein. However, another student will be carefully
monitoring the work of the translator, and will remove mRNA transcripts
(toothpicks) that remain on the table for too long simulating the decay or
degradation of mRNA. Finally, the fourth student will be attempting to
interfere with the translation process by intercepting mRNA on its way to the
protein-building factory (using forceps ) and cleaving the molecule in two
(break the toothpick in half).
Students will follow the instructions for each round from their Scenario Cards.
After each round, remind students to record only the number of toothpicks that
made it into the cup of the student with the marker that are at least 75%
marked. Following Round 5 of the simulation, students will most likely notice
that there is variability in the number of proteins that were produced for each
round (with each round representing protein in a kernel of a corn plant).
Ask the following question at this point:


If we were looking at an ear of corn, how might we measure how
much of the storage protein was produced in the kernels?

Elicit student responses and then provide students with the idea of using a
reporter protein that would allow the easy detection of the level of expression
of a particular gene. In this example, the reporter protein would be introduced
into the cells of the corn kernels and would be tied to the production of the
storage protein. Since we want to be able to detect the amount of storage
protein produced, we will use a reporter protein with a trait that is easily seen.


If a red fluorescent protein (simulated by the red marker) was also
introduced into the corn kernel to track the amount of the storage
protein produced, what might the kernels of corn look like for each
plant? [Different concentrations of red represent different levels of the
storage protein.]

Now, students may share their roles and scenarios with other members of their
team. Students may then view several short video segments explaining the
cellular processes of transcription and translation, as well as a short video
explaining the process of RNA interference. This is intended as a general
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overview for students and they are NOT expected to understand all of what
they see in the videos. Questions you may ask following viewing of the videos
are as follows:



How do the roles you played in the simulation compare to the
actual cellular processes?
What might be the consequences of RNA interference?

Students may then run another five-round simulation and compare their results
to those of the first simulation.
If desired, the class can create distributions (line plots) for each round of the
number of toothpicks (storage protein) produced by the different teams.
Encourage students to discuss various characteristics of the plots, such as
measure of center, variability, shape, and presence of outliers. A transparency
is provided for data collection.
Debrief Activity 3:

 For each round in the simulation, did you produce the same amount
of the storage protein (marked toothpicks)? What might account for
any variation that you observed?

 Was there a difference in the amount of storage protein produced per
round for the second trial? What might have led to any differences?

 How could you describe the distribution of storage protein among the
different plants?

 It has been found that high protein levels result in fewer kernels per
ear of corn (lower yield). If you were breeding corn plants for high
yield, plants from which rounds of the simulation would you select to
breed for the trait of high yield? Why?

 Why might it be important to “silence” a gene?
 What environmental factors might impact how genes are expressed?
 Why do you think scientists should continue researching the
epigenome of corn? In other words, how might learning about
regulating gene expression impact the corn of the future?
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EXTENSIONS
Following Activity 1, students may view
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/selection/corn/ to learn more about
selective breeding techniques.
For additional information on genetically engineering crops, view
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/harvest/engineer/ (note: requires flash or shockwave
plugins).
The following is a beautifully animated description of the RNA interference
process. While quite technical, it can be shown to students after Activity 3.
Students can try to identify what parts would be analogous to the Transcriber,
the Degrader, Interferer, and the Translator.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cK-OGB1_ELE
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Background Information: Zea mays, the scientific name for maize or corn, is the
most abundant grain grown throughout the world. Illinois is a leading producer of
corn in the United States. To feed a growing population, it is desirable to produce
the most grain possible per each acre of corn planted. Therefore, corn plant
breeders develop seeds designed to maximize the potential yield of the corn
crop. There are many methods that breeders use to identify traits that are
desirable in corn plants and then produce seeds that will exhibit these desirable
traits. We will explore some of these methods in this unit.
Problem: How are desirable traits from “parent” plants passed to their offspring?
Materials per team:
 1 – “corn” Sample A
 Phenotype/Genotype Cards
 Glue stick

 1 – “corn” Sample B
 Computer with Internet access
 Scissors

Part 1 Procedure:
1.

Using a computer with Internet access, use the website at
http://extension.illinois.edu/corn/B_01.html to learn about “A Year in the
Life of an Ear” of corn.

2.

Next, your teacher will pass around two ears of corn that are marked with
the numbers “1” and “2”. Note that each kernel on an ear of corn represents
an individual offspring, or child, and resulted from a fertilization event where
pollen from the tassel (male part) of the corn plant traveled along a silk
connected to the immature kernel in the ear (female part). In the spaces
below, record your observations of the kernels of corn on each ear.
Ear 1
Ear 2
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3.

The kernels, or offspring, on the ear of the provided corn cobs are the result
of a process known as cross-breeding where corn breeders deliberately
select “parents” for their specific traits and then transfer the pollen from one
corn plant’s tassels to the silks of another corn plant. The phenotypes, or
traits, of corn expressed in the kernels are what you can see. Breeders can
then select kernels to use as seeds for planting the next generation of corn
crops. With your team, list the phenotypes observable in the kernels of corn
that you viewed. Try to come up with names that would represent the broad
category of what you see.

4.

Each phenotype in the corn kernels may show some variation due to the
underlying genetic code (DNA) inherited from each parent. For each
phenotype, list the variations that are observable within the phenotype. (For
example, if eye color is a phenotype in a human, then blue, brown, black,
green, and hazel could be examples of variation in the phenotype.)

Be prepared to share your team’s ideas with the class!
Class consensus: (Record the agreed upon phenotypes and their variations)
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Part 2 Procedure:
1.

Your team will receive two “corn” samples, Sample A and Sample B. Open
each corn sample and observe the contents. How might the contents
represent the different phenotypes observed in the kernels of corn?

2. Now, with your team determine which corn sample most likely came from
Ear 1 and which sample most likely came from Ear 2. You must
mathematically defend your choices. You may use the space below for your
justification.
Ear 1: Sample _____
Ear 2: Sample _____
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Part 3 Procedure:
1.

2.

For this part of the activity, we will make some assumptions about the
phenotypes observed in the corn seeds.
Phenotype

Dominant

Recessive

Color
(abbreviation C,c)

Purple
(C)

Yellow
(c)

Texture
(abbreviation T,t)

Smooth
(T)

Shrunken
(t)

Each corn kernel contains genetic information from each “parent.” Thus, for
each phenotype, there may be multiple genotypes that would appear to be
the same when viewing the kernel since only the dominant trait will be
expressed in the kernel. In the table below, determine with your team what
you believe the kernel would look like for each of the genotypes below:
Genotype

What does it look like?

CCTT
CcTt
CcTT
CCTt
CCtt
Cctt
ccTT
ccTt
cctt
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3.

What are some observations you can make about the different genotypes
listed in the previous table?

4.

Your team will now receive a set of Corn Phenotype/Genotype Cards. Cut
out the cards. Then, using the grids below, decide how to place the cards in
the grids.
GRID A:

CT

ct

cT

Ct

CT

ct

cT

Ct
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GRID B:

CT

ct

cT

Ct

cT

Ct

CT

GRID C:

CT

ct

ct
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Discussion Questions:
1.) Which grid most accurately models corn Ear 1? __________
Justify your choice.

2.) Which grid most accurately models corn Ear 2? __________
Justify your choice.

3.) Compare your predictions of the different phenotypes for each given
genotype (Part 3, Question 2) with the phenotype/genotype cards. How
close were your predictions?

4.) For GRID A, if the male “parent” plant was capable of generating the
combinations of color and texture traits shown along the top of the grid,
what might be the genotype of the male parent plant for the color and
texture traits? _____ _____ _____ _____
------Color------- -----Texture-----

Record this genotype at the top of GRID A.
If the female “parent” plant generated the trait combinations along the left
side of the grid, what might be the genotype of the female parent plant for
the color and texture traits? _____ _____ _____ _____
Record this genotype along the left side of GRID A.
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What do you notice about the parents?

Approximately what percentage of the kernels from GRID A could a
breeder select to grow additional plants that would look like the ear of corn
modeled by GRID A (kernels have same genotype as parents)?

5.) For GRID B, if the male parent was capable of generating the combinations
of color and texture traits shown along the top of the grid, what might be
the genotype of the male parent for the color and texture traits?
_____ _____ _____ _____ Record this genotype at the top of GRID B.
If the female parent generated the combinations along the left side of the
grid, what might be the genotype of the female parent for the color and
texture traits? _____ _____ _____ _____
Record this genotype along the left side of GRID B.
6.) For GRID C, if the male parent was capable of generating the combinations
of color and texture traits shown along the top of the grid, what might be
the genotype of the male parent for the color and texture traits?
_____ _____ _____ _____ Record this genotype at the top of GRID C.
If the female parent generated the combinations along the left side of the
grid, what might be the genotype of the female parent for the color and
texture traits? _____ _____ _____ _____
Record this genotype along the left side of GRID C.
7.) Challenge: What might be the genotypes of the grandparents of the
offspring modeled in GRID A?
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Background Information: While selective breeding has resulted in the
development of many desirable traits in corn over the years, it does have some
limitations. Since breeders can’t directly “control” genes inherited by offspring,
this method involves trial and error and is a slow process requiring breeding over
a few generations for desired traits to appear. New advances in biotechnology
have resulted in methods to isolate genes in different organisms and introduce
them into the DNA of corn to engineer new traits that would not be possible
otherwise. Corn plants produced in this manner are said to be transgenic.
Problem: How can genetic engineering assist corn breeders in producing corn
plants with desirable traits?
Materials:
 1 – set Transgenic Trait Cards

 Computer with Internet access

Procedure:
1. With a partner, brainstorm a list of traits that you believe would be
important for corn breeders to consider when developing new varieties of
corn. You will be sharing your list with the class.

2. Next, you and your partner will receive a set of Transgenic Trait Cards from
your teacher. Discuss each card with your partner and on the back list
some potential benefits and some concerns you may have about the
engineered corn trait.
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3. For more information on how to genetically engineer a corn plant, view the
Bt corn – Corn resistant to European corn borer activity at
http://agbiosafety.unl.edu/education/whowants.htm
Now, you and your partner will have an opportunity to engineer a new trait for
corn. Use of ANY LIVING ORGANISM might help the corn plant achieve the
desirable trait. Let your imagination soar! You may use the internet to help you
search for organisms that might provide interesting traits.

Use the following prompts to help you design a new corn plant:
While modern corn has many desirable traits, a corn plant would be
better if……..

Is there an organism (e.g. plant, animal, bacterium) that could
provide a way to make the better corn plant?
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A-MAIZE-ING Corn Plant
Description of new trait:
__________

Our new trait will be desirable because:

A drawing of our new corn plant expressing the new trait:
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Discussion Questions:
1.) What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of using advanced
biotechnology techniques to engineer new traits in corn and other crops?

2.) Do you think corn that is selectively bred using cross-breeding techniques is
genetically modified? Why or why not?
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Background Information: Different traits can be developed in corn as a result of
both breeding for select traits or engineering traits using other organisms. Both
of these methods make changes to the DNA code of the corn plant. But, what if
you could also control the expression of desirable traits WITHOUT changing the
underlying genetic code of the corn plant? Scientists are studying how factors
that do not change the coding sequence of the corn plant, but instead change
how the DNA code is read, can result in desirable traits that can then be bred into
future generations. These factors, called epigenetic factors (which literally
translates to “on top of “ genetics), can turn on and turn off different parts of the
DNA code and control the rate at which various sections of DNA known as genes
are expressed. In this activity, your team will simulate the transcription (copying)
and translation (reading) processes within a cell to determine the amount of a
storage protein that will be produced in kernels for a particular corn plant.
Problem: Can epigenetic factors produce different observable traits without
changing the underlying DNA code?
Materials per team:
 About 500 flat toothpicks
 1 – Pair plastic Forceps
 1 – Set of Scenarios Cards
 Timer or Stopwatch

 1 – Red marker
 2 – Small paper cups
 Computer with Internet access
(optional)

Procedure:
1. You will be working in a team of four students. For this simulation, each team
member will take on a specific role. Choose one of the four role cards and
read the information about your role printed on the card. If you have a
question about what you are being asked to do, please ask your teacher for
help.
2. Each simulation round will be run for two minutes. Take the colored
instruction card indicated on your role card and read your instructions for each
round.
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3. The team member with the pile of toothpicks will begin each round by starting
a timer. At the end of the round, record the number of toothpicks that are
marked with a permanent marker and placed in a small cup.
Round
Number

Number of
Toothpicks

Observations

1

2

3

4

5

4. Inside the corn kernels, the amount of the storage protein can be determined
by the amount of a red fluorescent “marker” present to track the amount of
protein. If each round represents an individual corn plant, what might the
kernels of each plant “look” like?
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5. Now, discuss your roles in the simulation with your teammates. How might
you more efficiently perform your role in the simulation?

What impact might that have on the amount of storage protein that is “made”
after translation?

6. If you have access to computers and the Internet, watch the following short
video segments on transcription and translation of DNA into proteins.
http://content.dnalc.org/content/c15/15510/transcription_basic.mp4
http://content.dnalc.org/content/c15/15501/translation_basic.mp4
http://www.proteinlounge.com/animation/siRNA%20Pathway (This last video
clip animates RNA interference.)
7. Now, run the simulation again. Compare your results to the first simulation
run.
Round
Number

Number of
Toothpicks

Observations

1
2

3

4

5
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Discussion Questions:
1) For each round in the simulation, did you produce the same amount of the
storage protein (marked toothpicks)? ______ What might account for any
variation that you observed?

2) It has been found that high protein levels result in fewer kernels per ear of
corn (lower yield). If you were breeding corn plants for high yield, plants from
which rounds would you select to breed for the trait of high yield? Why?

3) Why might it be important to “silence” a gene?

4) What environmental factors might impact how genes are expressed?
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